Abstract: Combining a low-dropout (LDO) linear regulator with an OR gate produces a circuit that allows a single pushbutton to turn a microprocessor-based portable system on and off.

When placing a microprocessor-based portable device in your desk drawer for weeks or months, you should, of course, turn it off to save battery capacity (unless it requires power to maintain storage of volatile data or to keep a real-time-clock running). To save as much power as possible, it's usually best to turn off the processor, its peripherals, and all power-supply components.

A simple circuit (Figure 1) enables a single pushbutton to turn the power off and on. It includes a single OR gate (IC1) and a second device (IC2) that combines a low-dropout linear regulator with microprocessor-reset circuit in a SOT23, QFN, or ultra-chip-scale package.
Figure 1. This 1-button turn-on/turn-off circuit is implemented with an LDO and a single OR gate.

The single-gate OR circuit (TinyLogic™ NC7SZ32 in SC70 or chip-scale package) features low quiescent current, and is the only circuit powered during the OFF time. A user turns the device on by closing the ON/OFF pushbutton switch, which produces a logic high at input 1 of the OR gate. The gate output drives the LDO’s SHDN input high, causing the LDO output to ramp up toward its preset voltage.

The LDO RESET output of IC2 remains low until the LDO output voltage has stabilized for the desired reset timeout period. When IC2 de-asserts its RESET output, the processor initiates code execution and drives a general-purpose output (GPO) high. With GPO high, the device remains in power-ON mode when the pushbutton is released, but to ensure a proper turn-on sequence the ON/OFF pushbutton must remain closed for an interval that includes the LDO turn-on time (100s of microseconds), the reset timeout period (100s of milliseconds to 10s), and the code-execution time for GPO high (100s of microseconds to one millisecond). To minimize the possibility of accidental turn-on due to a short pushbutton closure, include a delay of several seconds between the processor’s emergence from reset and the GPO output’s transition to high. (The LDO and µP power up when the switch is closed, but will automatically turn off unless the pushbutton remains closed for several seconds.)

The µP’s general-purpose input (GPI) is low during normal operation, and is monitored by the µP for a low-to-high transition. To initiate a power-OFF sequence, drive GPI high by closing the ON/OFF switch. Use processor code to de-bounce the switch and to monitor the GPI input for the desired turn-off timeout period. (That is, wait for the switch to remain closed for a few seconds before shutting down the device.)

When the processor has validated the pushbutton power-down condition it drives GPO low, and when the pushbutton is released the OR gate output goes low, shutting down the LDO and putting the device
in a low-power shutdown mode. To ensure turn off when a user forgets to turn the device off manually, you can program the processor to turn off the LDO by driving GPO low, following a period of several minutes with no user activity. Because GPI is high for both turn-on and turn-off, you need state-based processor code to interpret the appropriate GPO response. R1 and R2 ensure that the OR-gate inputs remain low during the power OFF mode.

Because the pushbutton switch monitors switch closure by connecting battery voltage to the GPI input, additional voltage-protection circuitry may be required for some μPs. During normal operation, zener diode D2 and resistor R3 limit the GPI input to a level below the μP's Vcc voltage. Select a zener voltage below the nominal Vcc level and above the logic high level for the μP's GPI input. During initial power-up, the GPI input approaches Vzener before the LDO output turns on (the μP Vcc equals 0V). Combined with resistor R3, a low-voltage zener diode (D2) from GPI to Vcc limits voltage and current at the GPI input until Vcc is fully powered. That diode also helps to pull Vcc up when the pushbutton switch is closed. (If the processor inputs tolerate high voltage, you can remove D1 and D2.)

This circuit may fail to respond to ON/OFF pushbutton commands if the processor does not include an internal watchdog timer, and therefore fails to execute code properly during ON mode. You can preclude this problem by adding an optional pinhole reset, which allows the user to re-establish device control by resetting the μP. The pinhole reset ties directly to IC2's manual reset input, and requires no external debounce circuitry. When closed, the pinhole pushbutton forces the μP into reset, allows GPO to go low, and turns off the LDO. You can then re-power the device via the ON/OFF button.

The Figure 1 circuit accepts a +5V supply and provides +3.3V at the regulator output. Supply current for the entire circuit is 139mA with no load, and only 0.9μA in shutdown. IC2 starts under any load from 0mA to 300mA.

This design idea appeared in the June 16, 2004 issue of EE Times (Planet Analog Supplement)

### Related Parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX6473</td>
<td>300mA LDO Linear Regulators with Internal Microprocessor Reset Circuit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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